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Abstract
This study primarily examined the nature of relationship that exists between Competence a type of psychological empowerment and employee innovative behaviour. The study which was carried out in the telecommunication sector, operational in south-south region of Nigeria relied on the questionnaire as the primary instrument for generating data which was followed with observations. The study measured the innovative behaviour with measures like idea generation, idea development and idea implementation. Respondents were drawn from a sample size of 310 employees from the Telecommunication firms. The data generated were descriptively and inferentially analyzed. The descriptive analysis was done using means, standard deviations and percentages while the inferential analysis used the Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (rho) and regression analysis. From the analysis carried out, it was found that Competency had a significant weak association with idea generation and idea development but a positive significant relationship with idea implementation. Hence competence enhances employees’ ideas generation, development and implementation of innovative behaviour.
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1. Introduction
There is no doubt an imposing challenge to critically find out workplace variables that stimulate desired performance especially in the case of multi environmental factors that influence goal attainment. Competitiveness amongst firms in same sector has assumed a wholesome dimension that requires only strategic action aimed at both building employee competencies and capability and environmental adaptations amidst others as proactive measures for continued survival and growth.

Employee empowerment may be perceived as a kind of management operation, in which information evolves in a form of shared vision, pellucid goals, that results in the outcome of work and the effect it has on all is based on shared capability with respect to training and work experience gained or capability acquired at the appropriate time to perform the job effectively (Chaturvedi, 2008). The cognition of competence regarding psychological empowerment applies to the self-efficacy peculiar to effort that has to do with the capability of an employee to carry out her work with the required lore and expertise (Spreitzer1995). Researchers argued that psychologically empowered people usually perceive themselves as fit and capable to affect their task and work setting meaningfully in a way such as; displaying initiatives, promoting proactive behaviour and independently working to encourage employees towards achieving work place goals (Spreitzer, 1995; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990; Jasmine & Tamunosiki 2015).

Innovation is profitable for several economic reasons. Innovativeness helps in perceiving things from novel, fresh point of view and discovering fresh and improved procedures, services or products. Innovation helps to boost efficiency and productivity (Mueller & Slaw, 2005) coupled with building up a firm’s durability and malleability when faced with an increasing stormy external environment. Innovation could be benignant when passing through organizational change (Amabile & Perlow, 2002). More attention is laid on the innovative capabilities within firms (Shalley & Gilson, 2004).

According to Knol and Van Linge (2008) Innovation is significant to firm’s progression and its capability to make available ingenious solutions to burning challenges. The ability to attract and retain lofty achieving workers is more likely when firm’s encourages employees in enforcing original and ingenious concepts (Faugier,
As competition skyrockets in the world of business, creativity and employees innovative tendencies have become a highly cherished resource (Kotter & Schlesinger, 2008), and having knowledge about the employees who have higher degrees of innovative behaviour within an organization is valuable. Studies have affirmed the value creating importance to immerse employees in work setting in a way they are seen as strategic stakeholders rather than treat worker as just factors of production. In this regard, according to Pardem and Deshen (2003) they are psychologically driven to be innovative. This perspective notwithstanding, there is a gap in literature owing to lack of scholarly efforts at displaying a relationship between innovativeness and some intrinsic-oriented variables within the employee.

In the private sector empowerment has been associated to ameliorated performance (Spreitzer, 1995; Lawler, Mohrman, & Ledford, 1992; Neilson & Pedersen, 2003; Kirkman & Rosen, 1999). A significant causal pathway through which employees empowerment affects performance is amidst innovative behaviour that relates to the first-rate or excellent employees (Bowen & Lawler, 1995; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990; Kanter, 1983; Gore, 1993). Empowered employees ameliorate performance by quickly recovering from mistakes in the discharge of service, learning from those mistakes or errors and creating innovative propositions for redesigning procedures and products. However, failure to inspire such behaviour can immensely weaken the effectiveness of empowerment programs.

The link between empowerment and encouragement to innovate is highly significant in the public sector, where goal ambiguity, high degree of formalization and limitation on the capability to reward extrinsically may dampen or neutralise the effectiveness of empowerment agendas (Ramsey, 2009).

While researchers have examine the influence of intrinsic motivation on outcomes like task performance (Chen and Klimoski, 2003; Grant, 2008), work attitudes (Avolio, et al, 2004; Liden, Wayne, & Sparrow, 2000), and organizational citizenship behaviours (Piccolo & Colquitt, 2006), its significant to note that, most of these studies were based on western cultures and there is astonishingly little or no research evidence that directly assess the influence of competence a form of psychological empowerment on innovative behaviour in Nigerian telecommunication organizations. George (2004) argued that, research has not consistently supported the intuitively fascinating assumptions that intrinsic motivation is fundamental to innovation. This study is therefore embarked on to fill the gap in literature by examining the relationship between competence and employee innovative behaviour in the Nigerian Telecommunication Sector.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Competence

Since the 1980s researchers and theorists have been examining the concept of employee empowerment and its results simultaneously with the swift technological changes and corporate downsizing in the work environment due to economic down turns. For employees to successfully substatiate and nurture personal learning in the workplace Masuod, Gholan and Mahammed (2012) suggested that, employees should demonstrate a feeling of self-restrain with respect to their education and aims. When viewed from a broader perspective, such feeling of control is a prototype of Psychological empowerment in literature. Empowerment allows employees to create physical and psychological mastery that positively aid organizations (Brancato, 2003). Empowerment is one very important factor that empowers employees to apply knowledge and skills especially when faced with complex organizational situations.

Competence infers that employees trust they possess the requisite abilities and skills to adequately accomplish task satisfactorily (Mishra & Spreitzer, 1998). Competence compared with self efficacy was portrayed as a belief of a person in her ability to effectively carry out work skillfully. However, in recent times, organizations are now giving importance to the worth of employees knowledge, inspiring and demanding that employees continually engage in learning to be abreast with current happenings in order to enhance their career (Masuod, Gholan, & Mahammed 2012).

It is necessary for employees in organizations to work as a team in order to build competencies, strategies and resources to react with foresight to the economic challenges. This could only be achieved when employee’s feels empowered psychologically. Mishra and Spreitzer (1998), argued that, employee’s usually tends to shun and evade work activities they perceive surpasses their abilities and skills, but are quick to embrace and partake competently in activities they believe in their ability to successfully and efficiently handle. Therefore, it is clear that employees are receptive to empowerment. Bhatnagar (2005) states that the word “empowerment” may not be viewed by different organizations in the same light, even employees in the same organization may not perceive it in the same manner. However, several researches have focused on empowerment and its techniques, only a few studies have
concentrated on psychological empowerment. Psychological empowerment basically centres on the individual’s self-efficacy and shared power in the organizational structure and decision-making processes (Morrison, Jones and Fuller, 1997).

2.2 Innovative Behaviour

Over the last decade, the phrase innovation has increasingly become a buzz word. There is much talk by almost everyone on the importance of innovation, but surprisingly only a few actually knows what innovativeness means (Weberg, 2009). According to Rogers (2003), innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption. Innovation pertains or deals with the production and enforcement of ideas. Innovation takes place when ideas are enforced in a department or organization (Amabile, 1996). Some scholars argued that the generation of an idea can be regarded as creativity in variance to innovation which has an innate application component, therefore, encompasses idea generation and idea implementation (Amabile, 1996). Researchers of innovation have come up with a significant foundation of research knowledge over so many decades ago (Anderson et al, 2004), in addition to the people, groups or teams, units and organizational variables that enhance or hamper innovation.

Going forward, it is pertinent to note that there is always a misconception or misunderstanding regarding innovation and creativity (Drazin & Schoonhoeven, 1996; Dauw, 1969). Some scholars and practitioners use the terms interchangeably (Amabile, 1996). Some others, suggests that creativity has to do with the generation of ideas and innovation the implementation of ideas (West & Farr, 1990) yet some are of the opinion that creativity is synonymous with the individual and innovation with the organizational level (Dauw, 1969; Oldham & Cummings, 1996). However, the most recognized view states that creativity deals with idea origination; on the other hand, innovation includes idea origination as well as transformation of the ideas to reality (Kanter, 1983; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988; Unsworth & Clegg, 2001). Creativity is therefore seen as unit of the innovative procedures and will be regarded as such in the course of this research study.

One widely quoted definition of innovation includes “a product or response will be judged as creative to the extent that (a) it is both novel and appropriate, useful, correct or valuable response to the task at hand and (b) the task is heuristic rather than algorithmic” (Amabile, 2000). This definition unambiguously states the measure as the production of new and serviceable ideas. Nonetheless, this creates room for multiple challenges. One, this may not be generalised over all situations. Sprecher (2000) carried out a study in which only 18 out of 107 engineers that were asked to define creativity mentioned novelty compared to comprehensiveness which was mentioned 34 times. Novelty and usefulness can be said to be founded upon subjective judgement and therefore seen as domain and time specific. The extent of originality required is an argumentative matter (Amabile 2000, Nystrom 1979) lastly, the judgement of usefulness hinge on the referent. What is considered useful in one domain may be completely useless in another. Consequent upon this, the widely accepted view that innovation is defined by the production of new and useful ideas is problematic. Drazin et al (1999) also argued that this outcome based definition ignores the test of the innovative process. They offered a definition that is founded on the engagement in actions, regardless of the maximum effect. The researchers concur with their propositions, opined that, innovation is an act of participating in behaviours aimed at generating and implementing novel ideas, procedures, services and products irrespective of the ultimate favourable outcome of the new phenomenon.

Creativity can be defined as the generation of new or original idea (Amabile, 1993, Mumford & Gustafson, 1998). Innovation is way broader and extends beyond creativity to entail the generation, adaptation and execution of new and serviceable notions (Scott & Bruce, 1994). Innovative behaviour at work involves searching out novel ideas, developing and championing ideas, looking for funds and planning to implement the ideas. Such action involves increase pitfall and out-of-the-box thinking, its focus is decreased deference and apt with the status quo.

Innovative employees are constantly depicted as being self-sufficient, mutinous (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) and challenging to contend with (Nickerson, 1999). Nonetheless, to be recalcitrant against something you must study the regulations, the innovative person may be "traditional and conservative and also rebellious (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Innovative individuals are frank and perceptive to the surroundings and thereafter get more experience with excessive happiness and distress as well, and this leads to restlessness and uneasiness (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Gilbert, (2009) argued that sensitive and innovative employees are mindful of how of their work is perceived and judged.

Employee innovative behaviour could contribute to competitive advantage of the organization therefore it is considered as one of the most significant aspect of organizational environment (Sosik et al, 1999). Redmond et al (1993) reported workplace innovation or innovative attitude of employees would add valuable items into organizational performance.
Before going further, it is important to know at this point that there is much misunderstanding between creativity and innovation (Drazin & Schoonhoven, 1996; Dauw, 1969). Most researchers use the words interchangeably (Amabile, 1996). Whereas others suggest creativity as the origination of ideas and innovation as the process of moving the ideas from conception to reality (West & Farr, 1990). Yet people are confident that creativity is synonymous with personal level while innovation is associated with the firms or group level (Dauw, 1969; Oldham & Cummings, 1996). However, the highly widely accepted perspective explains that creativity is concerned with begetting of ideas and the process of transforming the ideas from concepts to reality (Kanter, 1983; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988; Unsworth & Clegg, 2001). Creativity therefore refers to just a unit of the innovation process, hence it will be regarded as same everywhere in the duration of this research study.

Amongst the frequently used definition is as follows: “a product or response will be termed as creative to the point or length that (a) it is new and suitable, serviceable, or beneficial use, accurate or valued reaction to the goal or duty at hand. (b) The duty or task is heuristic rather than algorithmic, and strategic to solving problems” (Amabile, 2000). This meaning makes it unequivocal; the yardstick is the making of new and serviceable ideas. Nevertheless, this raises some problems. Foremost, it might not be generalizable across domains: Sprecher (2000) requested 107 engineers to explain originality and found that newness was noted by only 18 people (equated with comprehensiveness which was noted 34 times). Newness and usefulness are rooted on subjective judgments (Amabile, 2000), hence, is domain and time specific. The extent of newness required is a belligerent issue. Lastly, the judgment of usefulness hinges upon the referent. What is useful to one person may be damaging or useless to another. Hence, the broadly accepted view that innovation is explain by the making of new and serviceable results is problematic. In addition, Drazin et al (1999) suggested that this result based explanation disregards the test of the change process. They offer statement that is hinged on appointments in behaviours, in spite of the maximum output. The researcher agrees with their suppositions as well as suggests that innovation is the process of engaging in behaviours created to bring and carry out new ideas, process, products and services, irrespective of the maximum success of those new phenomena.

Creativity can be described as the production of new ideas (Amabile, 1983, Mumford & Gustafson, 1988). Innovative behaviour goes beyond carrying out new and useful ideas (Scott & Bruce, 1994). Innovative character at work encapsulates actions such as searching out new ideas, excellent ideas at work, as well as protecting funds/putting in place future causes of actions to carry out these ideas (Scott & Bruce, 1994). This kind of behaviour demands more risk and out-of-the-box thinking it is less focused on compliance and fitting in with the status quo.

Whilst it has been recognized that organizational survival largely depends on the aptitude to innovate (Cally, 2005), the always changing dynamic business environment have no doubt accelerated the rapidity with which organizations will be asked to create new services and commodities offered in order for them to preserve and ameliorate their status (Searle & Bell, 2003). One means for organizations to be increasingly innovative rests on their capacity to promote, create and support the skills, especially the innovative abilities of their workers (Amabile, 1988; Oldman & Cummings, 1996; Searle & Bell, 2003). Farooq et al (2018) acknowledged that leadership styles also positively influence innovative outcomes. The case for organizations then is how to stimulate workers capable of developing ideas to create, and how to formulate the conditions by which organizational groups can manifest their innovative ideas for organizational survival.

2.3 Competence and Employee Innovative Behavior

Competence otherwise referred to as self-efficacy is an individual's person's belief in her capabilities to carry out work with mastery (Gist, 1999). Competence is akin to agency personal conviction, personal expertise or her instrumentality (Bandura, 1989). Competence is of the notion that a person is conscious of his/her capability of thriving when carrying out a specific duty (Bandura, 1986). Conger and Kanungo's (2000) argument of psychological support in organizations examines the subtle variation of self-efficacy as well as skill, ability and qualification with respect to employees. Competence in the work environment has been described as the capability to carryout task skilfully when work is performed (Thomas & Velthouse, 2000). Competence is synonymous with self-efficacy (Spreitzer, 1995; Spreitzer et al, 1997; Thomas and Velthouse, 2000). Researchers (Bandura & Schunk, 2001; Gist, 2004) scholars argued that self propelled achievement at a given task accelerates self-efficacy and contentment.

Researchers further argued that competence or self-efficacy is affiliated to intrinsic motivation (Gist, 1987).

Ryan and Deci (2001) asserted that existing research shows that having a sense of competence and self-assurance with respect to valued goal is related to increased psychological empowerment and well-being.
Mumford and Gustafson, (1988) Redmond et al, (1993), opined that feelings of self-efficacy results in greater innovativeness. Bass (1990) are of the view that workers with ameliorated self-efficacy are susceptible and often probable to produce new ideas with results. In the same vein, self-efficacy congruent with the competence dimension of empowerment is often probably to result in increased innovativeness as a result of favourable anticipation of the outcome (Amabile, 1988).

Empowerment produces a climate where employees feel productive, fulfilling a desire for self-actualization and accomplishment of employees. This atmosphere accelerates employee’s self-respect and contentment (Robins et al., 2002). Having autonomy and choice to manage work, employees are most likely to have high self-efficacy, which will eventually facilitate and enhance employee innovative behaviour.

If employees are psychologically empowered their self-efficacy can be enhanced which could encourage employees for innovative behaviour (Tiemey et al., 1999). Employees’ ability to develop new pattern for accomplishment of work and desirous to face more challenges, their novel attitude could develop innovative attitude among other members of the organization (Gardner & Avolio, 1998). Employee innovative behaviour could be enhanced through intellectual stimulation and motivation (Mumford et al, 2002). Motivation would urge them to put more effort for problem solving and they are willing to involve themselves in innovative behaviour (Avolio and Pas, 1988). Therefore, when employees are empowered, they are at advantageous position owing to the fact that they may have superior self-efficacy, believing more in their personal ability and pride themselves to effectively and efficiently participate in the organization. According to Muzail Nagshbandi et al (2016) employees perceive a sense of self-esteem when they realise that they are part of the developmental process of knowledge and technology that leads to innovative outcomes. They are now appropriately motivated and well adjusted with the view of a more satisfaction considering there is a positive modification in their value orientation which may develop in an increasing innovative behaviour.

Individual competencies and capabilities achieved from work can raise the level of self esteem of the individual to produce or render a perfect or near perfect services to expand the horizon beyond what was originally assigned to them and experiment on things not done before. When employees discover competence in their work, there is an increased probability of them having the strength and encouragement to participate in jobs that are new, different, and upgraded. The strength which encompasses the right state of mind felt when one is zealous and able to participate in a well defined behaviour or carry out an assignment (Dutton, 2003; Quinn & Dutton, 2005), is vital for moving above the expected duties and obligations to assimilate and work on new ideas. Although, previous studies had shown that negative affect or feeling of low self esteem can ignite innovative ideas or encourage and bring about better concepts (George & Zhou, 2002; Kaufman & Vosburg, 1997), updated research has analyzed these discoveries by revealing that it is the (sudden wake-up) or awakening associated with right feelings that illustrates the connection between the right feeling and creativity (Filipowitz, 2006). In addition, Kark and Carmeli (2009) have demonstrated that competence facilitates workers involvement in innovative work. Creative work is not inactive; it needs advancing and supporting ideas which takes energy. Innovative work is naturally an anticipatory kind of work behaviour (parker et al., 2006) where people search for new technologies, procedures, techniques, or even works related tendencies. Feeling competent and anxious to participate in innovative work behaviour is particularly critical in the light of the scepticism and opposition that innovators face from people who believe that the status quo is acceptable or even better (Dutton et al., 2001). In addition, it necessitates intrinsic motivational situations that empower workers to be committed in innovative behaviours. The foregoing attest theoretical variation on the level of association between the competence construct and innovative behaviour therefore, it is hypothesized as follows:

\[ H_{01}: \text{There is no significant relationship between competence and idea implementation.} \]

\[ H_{02}: \text{There is no significant relationship between competence and idea development} \]

\[ H_{03}: \text{There is no significant relationship between competence and idea generation.} \]

3. Methodology

Data was gathered from employees of the telecommunication sector in the South-South region of Nigeria. The cross sectional survey design was used. The research population is made up of employees in the telecommunication sector in Nigeria. We worked with employees in the telecommunication firms in the six state capitals of the South-South region as our accessible population. From the list of all the companies that are registered with the Nigerian Communication Commission (NCC), the researcher studied six telecommunication firms that are listed as primary service providers. The population figure was obtained from the telecommunication firm’s nominal role. A total of one thousand five hundred and seventy-five employees made up the total population. The sample size for this study was determined using Krejcie and Morgan’s (1970)
sample size determination table. Our sample size was three hundred and ten employees. However when we
distributed our questionnaire, the completed and usable copies for the analysis was 209, representing 67.41% of
respondents who genuinely participated in our study. The instrument used for data collection was the
questionnaire and in-depth interview. The questionnaire was divided into two sections. Section A comprised of
demographic information such as gender, educational qualifications and managerial level. Section B elicited
respondent’s views concerning the study variables. The questionnaire adopted the 5-point Likert Scale rating,
where respondents were asked how strongly they agree or disagree with a statement or series of statement. The
scale used for measuring competence was adapted from the work of Sprieterz (1995) and kirman and Rosen
Behaviour questionnaire (IBQ) which we adapted for our research. The IBQ measured idea Generation, Idea
Development and Idea Implementation. The variables used for this research were sourced from existing literature
and had been pre-tested and validated in previous studies (Spreitzer, 1995; Kirman and Rosen, 1997; Bruce,
2001; Amabile, 2002). Therefore the variables had construct validity. Cronbach Alpha was used to test for
reliability in our study. Cronbach alpha is commonly used in research to test internal reliability. According to
researchers (Bryman and Bell 2003; Nunally 1978; and Dana 2001) an alpha coefficient of 0.80 is generally
accepted as a good level of internal reliability of the instrument, though an alpha level of 0.7 is also considered
to be efficient. For test of reliability the following Cronbach Alpha Coefficients were obtained for our scales:
Competence (0.775), Innovativeness (0.792). Hence all our variables had internal reliability.

Frequencies and percentages were used to classify our demographic data. Our variables were subjected to
univariate and bivariate analysis. Inferential statistics using Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient was used
to establish the association between Competence and Employee Innovative behaviour.

4. Data Analysis and Results

Our demographic data was classified using frequencies and percentages. The results from our demographic data
shows that the minimum qualification of the respondents as proposed in the instrument is the NCE/OND and 47
(22.5%) of the respondents have these level of qualification. The next which is HND/B.Sc/BA had 67 (32.1%) of
the respondents that were in those categories and the Masters degree level had 83 respondents which represents
39.7% of the sample. The highest of the qualification which is Ph.D had 12 (5.7%) of the respondents at that
level of qualification. 111 respondents were male employees in the telecommunication sector representing 53.1%,
while females constituted the remaining 46.9% and were 98 respondents. The first level management of the
organizations has 111 respondents which represent 63.6% of the sample subjects. The middle level management
had 51 (24.4%) of the respondents that operates at that level and the top management level had 25 of the
respondents which also represents 12% of sample. This shows that majority of the employees from the
telecommunication sector in Nigeria were highly educated. We acquired the mean scores below for each variable
using univariate analysis. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 gave the mean scores for each variable. Competence (COM) had
four items on the scale; Employee Innovative Behaviour (EIB) had 9 items.

Our variables were subjected to univariate and bivariate analysis. Inferential statistics using Spearman Rank
Order Correlation Coefficient was employed to confirm the association between Competence and Employee
Innovative Behaviour.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of Competence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>COM1</th>
<th>COM2</th>
<th>COM3</th>
<th>COM4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N Valid</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-.117</td>
<td>-.91</td>
<td>-.943</td>
<td>-1.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Error of skewness</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Spss Computation.
From the results in the table above, competence as a dimension of psychological empowerment has positive and significant relationship with employee innovative behaviour. For competence and idea generation the relationship is very weak though significant. With $r = 0.243$ ($p < 0.01$) it shows the degree of association between them. The relationship between competence and idea development was also weak, but had positive and significant relationship with $r$ values = 0.318 ($<0.10$), but competence and idea implementation with $r$ values = 0.415 ($p < 0.01$) was strong and significant. This simply means that the null hypotheses earlier stated are rejected which implies that a relationship exist significantly between competence and innovative behaviour though it is a weak type of association.
5. Discussion of Findings

5.1 Competence Strongly Relates with EIB

The relationship between the competence component of psychological empowerment and innovative behaviour of employees in the telecommunication sector is obviously sublime. In other words, the relationship though positive, is weak but significant. On the other hand, our descriptive analytical outcome emphasized the competence dimension of psychological empowerment for the employees in the telecommunication sector. Competence is imperatively a requisite element that is needed for all work tasks. Quin and Spreiter (1997) espoused that competently empowered employees radiates a creative confidence that is required for tasks accomplishment. They look at old problems from new approaches and produce creative/innovative outcomes. What this connotes for the employee is that though there may exist other extrinsic workplace incentives; there is high regard for the intrinsic cognitive capabilities that are endowed in the employee that enables him have a sense of belonging. Jung and Sokik (2002) concluded that the relevance of the agency relationship between the employer and the employee is owed to the skills inherent in the employee which are considered strategic for the entire production process. The issue of competence being important to employee creative capability has also been identified in the works of Hennessey and Grossman (2006). Their study correlated transformational leadership with innovativeness in work organization. They had further shown that transformational leadership creates an empowerment climate that is anchored on enhancing employee work skills as a pedestal for creativeness and innovative practices. The findings agree with Yang (2010) who noted that followers who feel competent develop strong confidence in self and they would actively develop their work competence and eagerly seek ways to improve their work and work conditions. According to Spreitzer (1995) they are more satisfied with their jobs and less likely to experience stress than those who do not feel competent.

Indeed, Conger and Kanungo (1995) are of the view that competence captures the idea that an individual feels capable of successfully performing a particular task or activity therefore a psychologically empowered workforce is that which is impliedly prepared with competitive skills that in the thinking of Bandura (1986) are stimulants of self-efficacy or personal mastery. The telecommunication sector from our findings has conformity with existing literature on the relationship between competence and an intrinsically motivated workforce. The need to create a creative climate in turn requires a competent workforce. There is a high sense of initiating an innovative work climate where according to Bandaru employees have the skills to confidently seek knowledge, process it and make novelty out of it. Moeller (2006) argued that the opportunity for creativity/innovativeness is the basis for deliberate employee motivation through skill enhancement strategies of organizations. Of course, skill enhancement programmes translate to eliciting extra work related behaviour which is essentially innovative in outcome. Our study result showed that in the telecommunication sector, there is a widespread concern for competence enhancement for the workforce and this is borne out of the need to build capacity and stay innovative in the fast evolving sector with competitive tendencies.

We strongly believe from our study results that employees are bolder in attending to work tasks if they have a high competence profile that results from the extent to which empowerment is allowed. They are put at a point where they are quick at perceiving a link between their action and envisaged outcomes from their work input. There is an analogous position with extant literature on the crucial role of competence though this appears not to have been emphasized from the inferential outcome. This can however be explained when viewed in the light of the intrinsic nature of this factor which also require some extrinsic attempt to manifest or acquired (Shammy, 2003; Pettersberry, 2006). The extrinsic elements which we found in the study are the training for skill enhancement given to the employees of the telecommunication sector. In our personnel interview we found that ensuring a competent workforce through specialized and customized training programmes is a valued culture of the organization in the sector. These create a climate conducive for innovative behaviour which is built around idea generation, development and implementation.

6. Conclusions and Implications

6.1 The Conclusions Drawn from the Study Are That

1. The competence component of psychological empowerment showed significant in the study which reflects the fact that employees are mindful of the extent to which their acquired skills can make them remain at work and be seen to be helping them engendering work processes that facilitate organizational goals in the Telecommunication Industry.

2. The study through its finding has shown employee’s knack for self confidence through acquired work skills in the Telecommunication Industry.
3. Competence as acquired by the employees prepares them to generate, develop and implement ideas that assure goals attainment in the Telecommunication Industry.

This research study has theoretical implications as it confirms the findings of other studies. In the Nigerian Telecommunication Sector, Competency positively affects employee innovative behaviour. It also shows that employees who feel competent develops solid confidence of self and are most likely to anxiously search for ways to ameliorate their work skills and capabilities. We however suggest that capacity building and skill enhancement programmes should be considered strategic therefore, employees should be made to acquire and improve work skills that help them in the entire creative and innovative process of organizations. Continuous skill improvement programmes are needed for psycho-stability of the workforce as this will guarantee them their continued stay in the organization. Training and development could improve the competence position of individuals. Managers should expend time on wanting to understand people, setting targets, identifying development needs, facilitating personal development plans and giving positive and corrective feedback, employees' levels of self-efficacy will increase and they will experience that they make a difference in the workplace.
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